
Risk of light contamination & 
potential for spills only e.g.
your car park

Separator
not required

Very low risk of oil 
contamination e.g.
roof water run off

A Bypass Separator
with alarm is required

Drainage of trade
effluents e.g.
industrial sites

A wash bay should
be constructed. It
should be isolated &
surrounded by a
kerb. Wash water
should be contained
& directed to a silt
trap.

Trade effluents must be di-
rected to the foul sewer. It
may need to pass through
a separator before 
discharge to sewer.

Is there a risk of oil 
contaminating
drainage from your
site.e.g. from wash
water, spillages,
car park run off,
fuels, oils etc?

Are you connecting
to a surface water
drain?

Is their a risk of regular 
contamination of surface water
run off with oil and/or risk of larger
spills e.g. vehicle maintenance
area, goods vehicle parking or 
vehicle manoeuvering?

Outflow of dissolved oils,
use of detergents, 
degreasers such as a 
vehicle wash area

Do you have a
mains foul sewer
available?

A Class 1 Bypass  
Separator with alarm is
required

YES

YES

NO

Are you connecting
to a surface water
drain?

A Class 2 Bypass  
Separator with alarm is
required

A Class 1 Full Retention
Separator with alarm is
required
A Class 2 Full Retention
Separator with alarm is
required

Clean water should not be
passed through a separator 
unless the size of the unit is 
increased accordingly

Morclean will require the
area of the car park in
M2 or cross reference
on spec sheet BP1

You are ready
to place your
order

The effluent must
not be directed to 
a surface drain

Morclean will require the
area of the car park in
m2 or cross reference
on spec sheet FR1

You are ready
to place your
order

There is only a
surface water
drain available

Morclean will require
the number of washes, 
frequency of use, type
of wash facility e.g. hot
or cold, jetwash, drive
through wash, gantry
wash etc

Water outflows to a
3 Stage Vehicle
Wash Full Retention
interceptor

Water can be contained
in a sealed drainage
system & disposed of by
a licensed waste carrier.

Water can be recycled
using a Morclean
Recycle Unit via a 3
Stage Interceptor.

Outflow of wash water
must be directed to
mains foul sewer
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Are you connecting
to a mains foul
sewer?

Are you connecting
to a mains foul
sewer?
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